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The Bergell pluton (Southern Switzerland, Northern Italy):
overview accompanying a geological-tectonic map ofthe

intrusion and surrounding country rocks

by Stefan M. Schmid', Alfons Berger'-4, Cameron Davidson'-5, Reto Giere2-6, Jörg Hermann3,

Peter Nievergelt3, Andre R. Puschnig3 and Claudio Rosenberg'-7

Abstract

The major rock types and tectonic units compiled in the attached geological map (Berger, 1996) are briefly
described. The tectonic units surrounding the Bergell pluton comprise the entire Stack ofAlpine nappes from the

Penninic Adula-Gruf nappe to the Upper Austroalpine units and the Southern Alps.The text facilitates access to the

existing literature, briefly summarizes the results of very recent work and serves as an introduction into the regional

geology of the Bergell pluton and country rocks.

Keywords: plutonic rocks, nappe tectonics, map sheet, Bergell (Bregaglia) intrusion, Insubric line, Central Alps,

Grisons, Northern Italy.
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1. Introduction

The Bergeh pluton, also referred to as the Bre-
gaglia-Jorio or Mäsino-Bregaglia intrusion, is a
calc-alkaline suite of gabbro, diorite, tonalite and
granodiorite and represents one of the few late-
Alpine intrusions present in the Alfjsylt is one of
the best-investigated igneous complexes amongst
the so-cahed Periadriatic intrusions, situated in
the vicinity of the Periadriatic line.

The Bergeh pluton is unique for its very special

and fascinating structural setting within the
Stack of Alpine nappes (Penninic and
Austroalpine nappes) that are backfolded into the
steeply north-dipping orientation characteristic
for the Southern Steep Belt. The southern limit of
the Southern Steep Belt is defined by the Insubric
mylonite bffl (or Insubric hne, a segment of the
Periadriatic line) which juxtaposes the Central
Alps against the Southern Alps. Due to excellent
three-dimensional exposure and a pronounced
axial plunge to the east (locally up to 25°) the contact

of the Bergeh pluton with the country rocks
can be examined from east to west over an interval

of at least 10 km of original crustal depth.
Hence, the Bergeh area provides a rare opportu-
nity to observe the three-dimensional geometry
of an entire pluton (from its floor to its roof),
which intruded at a depth of 15-20 km. The geo-
logical-tectonic map of Berger (1996), included
in this volume, helps to visualize the comphcated
relationships between pluton and country rocks.

A second principal reason for compiling and
describing a new map is that this gives an oppor-
tunity to present some results from work on the
petrology and structure of the Bergeh pluton and
surrounding rocks carried out in recent years
mainly by groups from the University of Basel
and ETH Zürich. While detailed results of these
new investigations have been or will be pubhshed
elsewhere, this contribution aims at providing the
essentials of the macroscopic field geological data
base. Hopefuhy, it will stimulate further studies
and also be helpful during excursions to this
fascinating area.

This text is meant to serve as explanatory
notes accompanying the map attached to this
volume (Berger, 1996). Hence, its primary ahn is a
brief description of ah major rock types and
tectonic units defined within the area mapped. Abundant

references will help the reader to gain access
to the existing literature and to indicate the
sources used to compile this map. A very brief
geological overview will be given after the description

of ah the mapped rock units.

2. General remarks

The attached map (Berger, 1996) is not meant to
be strictly a geological map, nor is it purely a
tectonic map. Similar rock types within different
tectonic units are mapped as separate entities in
Order to facihtate the te^pnic overview. Conversely,
the map indicates ah the major mappable
lithological units, as far as possible at the chosen scale
(1:50'000). It was decided to leave the Quaternary
cover blank and undiscriminated because we
primarily ahn at a geological-tectonic overview of
pre-Quajrternary rocks. Much care has been taken
to map the outlines of outcrops as precisely as

possible in critical areas (i.g. near important
tectonic contacts), whereas we were less meticulous
in assigning particular areas to lithological-tec-
tonic units in less crucial areas (particularly within

the Bergeh pluton).
Admittedly, this procedure may be problemat-

Wmfo. many respects. However, a compromise had
to be made between accuracy in outhning
outcrops, and our principle goal of giving an easily
readable overviUfj, In the next chapters we
proceed from bottom to top in terms of tectonic units,
followed by a description of the calc-alkaline suite
of the Bergeh pluton. Some rock types, such as
marble, amphibolite and ultramafics are mapped
without specifying the tectonic position (see "Various

Rock Types" jS| legend of map).

3. Penninic units

3.1. ADULA-GRUF NAPPE

The "Gruf complex" crops out east of Val Mera
and structurally below the floor of the Bergeh pluton

(at its present-day western and northwestern
margin and in the window of Bagni del Masino).
Traditionahy (e.g. Staub, 1946;Wenk, 1973), it has
been mapped as a separate tectonic entity with
respect to the Adula nappe sensu stricto, exposed
west of Val Mera. However, the same migmatitic
gneisses, characteristic for most of the "Gruf
complex" (Bucher-Nurminen and Droop, 1983;
Wenk, 1973; Schmutz, 1976; Moticska, 1970;
Wenk and CoRNEUfp, 1977; Hansmann, 1981)
are also found in the southern part of what is in-
disputably considered to be part of the Adula
nappe (Blattner, 1965; Bruggmann, 1965; Hänny,

1972; Heitzmann, 1975). More importantly,
structural investigations (Hafner, 1993; Davidson

et al., 1996; Berger et al, 1996) demonstrate
that the Cressim antiform, a major backfold that
brings the Adula nappe into a steeply north-dipping

overturned orientation west of Val Mera
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(Heitzmann, 1975; Hafner, 1993), can be traced
directly into the " Gruf complex" and into the syn-
magmaticahy folded Bergeh pluton. Hence, there
is no justification for a tectonic Separation across
Val Mera, except immediately south of Chiavenna,

where the Forcola normal fault causes a structural

discordance between the gneisses of the
Adula-Gruf nappe cropping out on opposite sides

of the valley.
According to Schmid et al. (1996 a, b). the

Adula-Gruf nappe represents the distal European

margin, originally situated north of the N-
Penninic suture. The northern part of the Adula
nappe is characterized by eclogite facies
metamorphism. However, none of this early (very
probably Tertiary) metamorphism (Trommsdorff,

1990; Partzsch et al., 1994) is preserved in
the area of our map because of a pronounced
Barrovian-type ("Lepontine") metamorphic
overprint.

Migmatitic gneisses: Migmatitic quartzo-feld-
spatic gneiss is the predominant rock type east of
Val Mera and over much of the area mapped west
of Val Mera. However, small lenses (tens of
meters) and cm-sized nodules of other rock types of
considerable petrological interest occur throughout

the migmatitic gneiss, especially east of Val
Mera. These include ultramafic and mafic rocks
(larger occurrences are mapped as "various rock
types"), metapelite and calc-silicate. Metapelitic
schist and gneisi^^^^ons have been subject of
detailed petrological investigations by Bucher-
Nurminen and Droop (1983), Droop and
Bucher-Nurminen (1984) and Wenk et al. (1974).
Sapphirine-orthopyroxene granulites, found in
boulders in Val Codera (Droop and Bucher-
Nurminen, 1984; see also Wenk and Cornelius,
1977 for locations), show that granuhte facies
conditions (10 kbar and 810 °C) pre-dated final
equilibration at 3-4 kbar and 600-650 °C that took
place after emplacement of the Bergeh pluton.
Tonalite along the western margin of the Bergeh
pluton cooled through its solidus at intermediate
pressures of approximately 6.5 kbar (Reusser,
1987; Davidson et al., 1996). Some isotope data
point to a pre-Alpine age of migmatization
(Gulson, 1973; Hänny et al., 1975). Structural
evidence, however, clearly points to an Alpine age
for most of the migmatites (Hänny, 1972; Hafner,

1993). Davidson et al. (1996) and Berger et
al. (1996) regard migmatization to be contemporaneous

with (or shghtly post-dating) final
emplacement of the Bergeh pluton.

Layers and inclusions of ultramafic and mafic
rocks, of metapehte, and particularly calc-silicate,
tend to be concentrated directly underneath the

floor of the pluton exposed at its western margin
(Val Codera, Valle dei Ratti) and in Bagni del
Masino (partly mapped by Wenk and Cornelius,
1977; see also detailed map in Upper Val Codera
by Diethelm, 1989, his Fig. 3.4., and Hansmann,
1981). Most of these rock types could not be

mapped at the 1:50'000 scale and are included
within the migmatitic gneisses. These discontinuous

layers are considered to be remnants of the
tectonically higher Bellinzona-Däscio zone
(Davidson et al., 1996). Because these rock types
concentrate at the pluton margin, Diethelm
(1989) suggested that the Bergeh pluton was
emplaced along a former nappe boundary. This
boundary is situated between the underlying
Adula-Gruf nappe and the overlying Bellinzona-
Däscio zone which is, according to Davidson et al.

(1996), correlated with the Chiavenna ophiolite
and the Misox zone (Schmid et al., 1996b).

A boundary between the migmatitic gneiss of
the Adula-Gruf nappe and the gneisses and
schists ofthe Bellinzona-Däscio zone is, however,
mapped in Vahe dei Ratti east of Val Mera. This
boundary is not easy to define because migmatitic
gneiss is the predominant rock type in both
tectonic units (see map by Montrasio and Sciesa,
1988). Based on Moticska (1970, we thank E.
Wenk for providing the original field maps) and

mapping by Rosenberg (1996) this contact could
only be traced as a well-defined lithological
boundary in the upper Vahe dei Ratti, between
leucocratic gneiss (Adula-Gruf nappe) and more
biotite-rich rocks (gneisses and schists of the
Bellinzona-Däscio zone, with abundant ultramafic

rocks, amphibolite and calc-silicate). It is again
weh-marked west of Val Mera by the Paina marble

(Fumasoli, 1974; Heitzmann, 1975,1987a), a

greenschist facie^^^Hhte horizon, which cannot
be traced eastwards across Val Mera. Detailed
descriptions of the occurrejrÄs of migmatites west
of Val Mera are found in Blattner (1965), Hänny

(1972) and Hafner (1993).

Quartzo-feldspatic gneisses: This lithological
unit is composed of biotite (± muscovite) gneiss,
fine-grained granitic gneiss, K-feldspar äugen
gneiss, and a weh-fohated fine-grained banded
gneiss formation (Donadio Gneiss, see Hänny,
1972). The boundary between these rock types
and the migmatitic gneisses in Val Bodengo was
mapped in detail by Hänny (1972) and its
eastwards continuation is taken from the compilation
by Montrasio and Sciesa (1988).

MjcascÄwf:Thisgarnet-staurolite-kyanite-sihi-
manite bearing banded micaschist has been
mapped by Hänny (1972, see his chapter 2.3.1.)
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and Weber (1966). Its occurrence islprited to the
structurally higher parts of the Adula-Gruf nappe
between Vahe Bodengo and Vahe deha Forcola
(see HÄNNY, 1972, and Weber, 1966, for a
detailed description of these micaschists). The
northernmost band of micaschist, known as the
Soazza zone, asymptoticahy approaches the Forcola

normal fault and is cut off by this fault in the
lowermost Vahe della Forcola.

Sivigia gneiss:This hypersthene-amphibole-bi-
otite-labradorite gneiss (Wenk, 1992) occurs as a

mappable unit in upper Val Codera (Wenk and
Cornelius, 1977, and Diethelm, 1989). It is

interpreted to be the product of metasomatic alteration

of ultramafic breccia by Wenk (1973,1982,
1986).

3.2. CHIAVENNA OPfflOIiTTE AND
BELLINZONA-DÄSCIO ZONE

Traditionahy, these two tectonic units are treated
separately. They are indeed spatially separated
and different in terms of the dominating rock
types. The Bellinzona-Däscio zone is restricted to
the Southern Steep Belt (Milnes, 1974, 1978;
Milnes and Pfiffner, 1980), situated immediately

north of the Jorio tonalite (west of Val Mera)
and north of the southern Bergeh tonalite (east of
Val Mera). The Chiavenna ophiolite, on the other
hand, is found north of, and structurally above, the
Adula-Grufnappe, but underneath the structurally

higher Tambo nappe. lai the present map we
chose to group the Bellinzona-Däscio zone and
Chiavenna ophiolite togeqjjgr for two reasons: (1)
they are linked together by a zone that fohows the
western contact of the Bergeh pluton where
ultramafic, mafic, metapelitic and calc-silicate rocks
are concentrated (see above: "Adula-Gruf nappe,
migmatitic gnei||bs"), and (2) they occupy the
same fgptonic position above the Adula nappe.
Together they are considered to represent the
N-Penninic^jture zone (Schmid, 1996b). Also,
note that the Tambo nappe, situated above the
Chiavenna ophiolite, has no remnants in the
Southern Steep Belt, where the Bergeh pluton
(the Jorio tonalite extending westwards to
Bellinzona) occupies the tectonic position ofTambo

and Suretta nappes (Davidson et al., 1996;
Berger et al., 1996).

The Chiavenna mafic-ultramafic complex is
interpreted as an overturned ophiolitic sequence
(Schmutz, 1976) whereas the Bellinzona-Däscio
zone encompasses a lithologicahy very heterogeneous

suite of upper crustal metagranitoids and
metasediments, with isolated boudins ofmafic and

ultramafic rocks (Fumasoli, 1974; Heitzmann,
1975; Moticska, 1970). The Bellinzona-Däscio
zone may be interpreted as a m61ange zone and is

structurally correlated with the Chiavenna ophiolite.

and ultimately with the Misox zone. For the
compilation of these units in our map we used
data from Schmutz (1976), Heitzmann (1975),
Moticska (1970), and Rosenberg (1996).

Gneisses and schists of the Bellinzona-Däscio
zone: West ofVal Mera, fine-grained biotite schist
with abundant silhmanite and a pronounced
layering consisting of thin leuco- and melanocratic
layers. is the predominant and characteristic rock
type of the Bellinzona-Däscio zone (see Fumasoli,

1974; Heitzmann, 1975; and Moticska,
1970, for the eastern part of the Bellinzona-
Däscio zone). Intercalations of thin amphibolite
layers and aplitic and pegmatitic dikes are
characteristic. Towards the east, large bodies of granitic
gneiss (migmatitic in Vahe dei Ratti) become
relatively more abundant and are difficult to distinguish

from the granitic gneisses ofthe Adula-Gruf
nappe. Larger occurrences of other rock types,
also characteristic for the Bellinzona-Däscio zone
(ultramafics, larger amphibolite bands, marbles
including calc-silicates) are mapped separately
(see "various rock types" in legend).The only
detailed study of a peridotite body within the
Behinzona-Dascio zone west of our map
(Schmidt, 1989) demonstrates that this body
represents a rehc of an ophiolitic sequence.

Ultramafic rock: The Chiavenna ultramafic
rocks (predominantly peridotite) generahy over-
he mafic rocks, calc-silicates and marbles. The
Chiavenna mafic-ultramafic complex and the
pehtic gneisses of the overlying Tambo nappe
exhibit an interesting zonation of different parageneses

studied in detail by Schmutz (1976). Grade
of metamorphism increases very rapidly towards
the south (from forsterite-antigorite to forsterite-
enstatite^spinel), corresponding to an estimated
metamorphic field gradient of 40-50 °C/km
(ScHMUTZt>Ä976). This indicates that regional
metamorphism gives way to contact metamorphism

in this area due to late-stage rapid
exhumation of the high-grade Adula-Gruf unit and
the BergelSpluton along a subvertical tectonic
contact situated between the Chiavenna ophiolite
and the Adula-Gruf nappe (the Gruf line of
Berger et al., 1996).

Mafic rocks: Massive or layered amphibolites
are usually found adjacent to the peridotites.
These mafic rock types are predominant and
probably represent former gabbros, basaltic lavas
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and dikes. Gradations into plagioclase- and horn-
blende-rich calc-sihcate are often observed near
the original top of the overturned ophiolitic
sequence (Schmutz, 1976).

Marble and calc-silicate: The origin of these
rocks, discussed by Schmutz (1976), is uncertain.
If they represent the original sedimentary cover
of the ophiolitic sequence, the meta-radiolarites,
characteristic for many S-Penninic Alpine ophiohtes,

would be missing. Note, however, that
radiolarites are not expected if this ophiolite complex
is, as we propose, part of the N-Penninic ocean
from which no radiolarite has been described so
far. Associations of ultramafic and mafic rocks
with marble, but without radiolarites, are also
known from the N-Penrtinic Aul marble unit, one
of the shces within the Valais Bündnerschiefer
which roots in the Misox zone (Steinmann, 1994).

3.3. TAMBO NAPPE

Our map only covers the southernmost, presently
north-dipping part of this nappe. Paleogeograph-
icahy, this nappe was part of the middle Peimiidc
(Brianconnais) realm (Schmid et a®.990). Our
compilation is based on maps provided by Staub
(1921); Weber (1966); Blanc (1965); Wenk and
Cornelius (1977); Montrasio and Sciesa
(1988), and recent mapping (S. Schmid) south of
the Engadine line. An overview of the entire
nappe is found in Baudin et al. (1993).

Gneisses and schists in general: This unit en-
compasses various polymetamorphic basement
units which pre-date the Ärusion of the Truzzo
granite which only underwent Alpine metamorphism.

The mesocratic biotite-rich gneisses and
schists are found on top of the Chiavenna ophiolite

and contain intercalations of amphibolite
(Schmutz, 1976). Staurolite attributed to the
Alpine metamorphism is found within metapehtic
rocks. Silhjfenite is confined to the southernmost
outcrops near the Adula-Gruf nappe, whereas
andalusite only appears further to the east (south of
Castasegna: Schmutz, 1976; Val Bondasca: Wenk
et al., 1974; Wenk and Cornelius, 1977), where
regional metamorphism gradually gives way to
contact metamorphism in the vicinity of the
Bergeh pluton. Wenk et al. (1974) also report
kyanite west of Val Bondasca. Similar rock types
are found north of the Mera river. However, due
to the lack of recent studies, the position of the
E-W running staurolite-in isograd can only be
approximately located immediately north of the river

Mera between Chiavenna and the Swiss bor¬

der. For a map showing the distribution of alu-
mosihcates in metapehtes around the Bergeh pluton

see Wenk et al. (1974), Wenk (1982) and
Wenk (1986).

Truzzo granite and gneiss: This granite intruded

at 293 ± 14 Ma according to Rb/Sr whole rock
dating (Gulson, 1973). The Truzzo granite
contains K-feldspar megacrSs and, when
undeformed, strongly resembles the Bergeh granodiorite

(e.g., at excursion stop 61 of excursion 4
in Trümpy and Trommsdorff, 1980; north of
Chiavenna, just outside our map). Shear zones
within the Truzzo granite transform the granite
into a two-mica äugen gneiss that is locally
mylonitic (Marquer, 1991). South ofthe Mera river,
the granite is homogeneously and strongly
deformed, and exhibits a pronounced E-W
lineation.

Permo-Mesozoic cover: Within the area of our
map, this sequence of rocks predominantly consists

of a volcano-detrital Permo-Carboniferous
cover at the base, overlain by white quartzite
(Staub, 1921; Montrasio and Sciesa, 1988).
Baudin et al. (1993,1995) have recently re-inves-
tigated the cover sequence including younger
formations, preserved in an area north of our map.

3.4. SURETTA NAPPE

The Suretta nappe, together with the Tambo
nappe and the Schams nappes, paleogeographi-
cahy represents the Briangonnais realm (Schmid
et al., 1990). The Suretta nappe was mapped by
Staub (1921,1946) north of and along the eastern
margin of the Bergeh pluton. The southernmost
part of this nappe, north of the Engadine line
(Trümpy, 1977; Schmid and Froitzheim, 1993),
is north-dipping. A coherent southeast-dipping
remnant of this nappe, however, is stül preserved
immediately south ofthe Engadine line which
displaced it (see profilesM'WENK, 1973,1986). In this
northeastern corner of the Bergeh pluton, the last
coherent part of the Suretta nappe, attached to
the Avers Bündnerschiefer unit and the Forno
unit on top, is discordantly cut by the intrusion of
the granodiorite in the Lavinair Crusc area, as

mapped by Staub (1921) and Gyr (1967). Isolated

xenoliths of various sizes (10 cm to 100 m)
derived from the Suretta nappe, the Avers Bündnerschiefer,

and the Forno ufS.can be found within
the granodiorite (Staub, 1921, 1946; Drescher
and Storz, 1926; Gyr, 1967; Gier£, 1985;
Peretti, 1985). The spacial arrangement of these
xenohths within the granodiorite is systematic
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(Drescher and Storz, 1926; Gyr, 1967;
Puschnig, 1996). This indicates only minor
displacement of the xenoliths during magma intrusion.

A km-sized mappable block of Suretta basement

and cover is again preserved at Cima di
Vazzeda at the eastern margin of the pluton, mostly

enclosed by tonalite and granodiorite (Giere,
1984, 1985; Berger and Giere, 1995). Judging
from the geometry of the country rocks around
the intrusion, this huge block must have been
displaced upwards a considerable distance with
respect to its original position during magma
emplacement (Berger and Giere, 1995). Further to
the south, from Monte Disgrazia to Vahe di Preda
Rossa, only a very thin band of the Suretta nappe
is preserved along the contact between the
Bergeh tonalite and the Malenco ultramafic rocks
(Gier£, 1985; Pfiffner and Weiss, 1994). This
attenuated band runs parallel to a major synmag-
matic shear zone which foüows and deforms the
pluton margin: the Preda Rossa shear zone
(geometrically and kinematicahy a normal fault;
Berger and Giere, 1995; Berger et al., 1996).
According to Nievergelt et al. (1996) and
Puschnig (1996) the contact between the Suretta
nappe and the overlying Malenco and Forno units
represents the southern continuation ofthe Turba
mylonite zone, a low angle extensional detachment

overprinting former nappe contacts
(Liniger and Nievergelt, 1990; Nievergelt et al.,
1996). In map view the Turba mylonite zone cuts
out the Avers Bündnerschiefer which are no more
present along the SE margin of the pluton. Both
fault zones are considered to be roughly
contemporaneous by Berger et al. (1996). Since both
exhibit top to the east to south-east normal faulting,
they are probably kinematicahy linked.

Basement: Analogous to the Tambo basement,
the Suretta basement also consists of a polymetamorphic

sequence (referred to as the limun
complex) and younger Permo-Carboniferous intrusions,

subvolcanic and volcanic rocks (Roffna
porphyroids) described by Staub (1918), Grünenfelder

(1956), Blanc (1965), Gyr (1967), Wenk
(1974), and Giere (1985). Within the area of our
map, biotite schist and gneiss, metapehte, and
some amphibolite of alkahbasaltic composition
are the predominant rock typesin the polymetamorphic

Suretta basement. Thin layers of quart-
zo-feldspathic gneiss and äugen gneiss, inter-
leaved with this polymetamorphic basement, have
been mapped by Staub (1921) and Gyr (1967)
but are not discriminated on our map. The affilia-
tion of these gneisses to either the polymetamorphic

basement or the Permo-Carboniferous intru¬

sions remains uncertain. The polymetamorphic
character of the metapelites has been studied by
Wenk (1974), Wenk et al. (1974), and Gierä
(1985jlHre-Alpine amphibolite facies metapehtes

jegEtain kyanite, staurolite, garnet and chloritoid.
Near the Bergell pluton, the contact metamorphic
overprint is clearly recognizable by the growth of
new biotite in gneisses, and of cordierite, sillimanite,

andalusite and garnet in metapehtes, respectively.

QuartzitetThs oldest sedimentary rocks above
the basement are quartz conglomerates, overlain
by fine-grained platy quartzites, usuaüy with white
mica and up to several meters thick. Both rock
types are assigned to the Permo-Triassic (Staub,
1918, 1921). Close to the Bergell pluton, the
quartzites are coarse-grained and contain biotite
and fibrolitic sillimanite, the latter overgrowing
white mica (GierjS, 1985).The conglomeratic base,
typical for the Tambo and Suretta nappes, is
observed near lake Cam north ofVicosoprano and in
Vahe di Preda Rossa (Pfiffner and Weiss, 1994).

Marble: The stratigraphy of the carbonate se-.
quence of Triassic and younger age is best
preserved near lake Cam north of Vicosoprano and
outside the Bergeh contact aureole (Staub, 1918,
1921). The dominant rock types are dolomite,
limestone, cargneule and carbonate breccia. A
characteristic alternation of dolomite and dark
limestone is reminescent of the Streifenserie of
Ladinian age (Stredff et al., 1971/76), found in
parts of the Tambo, Suretta and Schams nappes
(Baudin et al., 1995). Above the marble-rich
section, calcareous schists with carbonate breccias
contain sihceous marbles and grade into more
sandy and pehtic calcareous schists. This
sequence, which also includes greenschists, exhibits
complex thrusting and folding (Staub, 1921). At
least some of the greenschist layers may represent
original Triassic basaltic rocks.

The mineralogy of the pure and impure calcite
and dolomite marbles near the northeastern margin

of the Bergeh pluton is described in detaü by
Gyr (1967), Wenk and Maurizio (1970),
Bucher-Nurminen (1977), Giere (1985), and
Pfiffner and Weiss (1994). A characteristic
feature of these (presumably) Triassic carbonate
rocks is the occurrence of stratigraphie markers
near the base of the sequence. These markers, a
reddish carbonate schist and a dark magnetite-
amphibole-marble, can be traced around the
Bergeh pluton from outcrops inVal Bregagha
(regional metamorphic) to locahties in Vahe di Preda

Rossa (overprinted by contact metamorphism;
Gierä, 1985). The marble sequence also contains
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20 to 40 cm thick intercalations of green amphi-
^Äte, which probably represents former tuffs,
tuffites or sihs. Textural relationships, observed in
calc-silicate layers within the Suretta carbonate

sequence, suggest that the contact metamorphism
can be subdivided into two stages: an older static
event followed by a younger syn-kinemam stage
(Berger and Geer£, 1995). Near the contact with
the intrusive roÄi the carbonate rocks are
intensely affected by metasomatism. This is
documented by the occurrence of composite veins and

complex skarns with olivine, titanian clinohumite,
spinel and minor brucite, tremolite and xanthophyllite

(Bucher-Nurminen, 1977,1981; Gier£,
1986; Ried, 1994). These veins are often folded
and boudinaged (Conforto-Galli et al., 1988;

Ried, 1994; Puschnig, 1996).

3.5. AVERS BÜNDNERSCHIEFER UNIT

This tectonic unit mainly consists of Mesozoic
metasediments and intercalated ophiolitic
greenschists. Following Milnes and Schmutz (1978) we
consider the basal contact with the Suretta cover
to be tectonic. Paleogeographicahy, the Avers
Bündnerschiefer unit is of south-Penninic origin
(Schmid et al., 1990). It probably represents an
accretionary wedge emplaced onto the Suretta

nappe during an early phase of Tertiary subduction

(Schmid et al.,1996 a,b).The thickness of this
unit rapidly decreases southward toward the area
depicted in our map because of tectonic attenuation

in connection with normal faulting along the
Turba mylonite zone (Nievergelt et al., 1996).
The Avers Bündnerschiefer, includltg the Turba
normal fault, can be traced into the Lavinair
Crusc, where they are displaced by the Engadine
line. The Bergeh granodiorite discordantly cuts
the Turba normal fault but pre-dates the Engadine

line. Hence it provides an excehent time
marker forijating different orogenic stages in the
transition area from Central to Eastern Alps
(Schmid etal., 1996a).

Early studies of this area (Staub, 1918,1921)
assigned the Avers Bündnerschiefer and its ophiolitic

intercalations to an "ophiolitic" cover
sequence belonging to the Suretta nappe. This
sequence also encompassed the Lizun greenschists,
some amphibolite at the eastern margin of the
Bergeh pluton, and the Malenco ultramafics. One
has to distinguish, however, between the Mesozoic

cover of the Suretta nappe, the truly ophiolitic

Avers Bündnerschiefer and calcareous as

weh as sandy and pehtic successions of unknown
age. Furthermore, the Malenco-Forno-Lizun complex

(see below) represents a separate ophiolitic

zone within the orogenic hd above the Avers
Bündnerschiefer unit. This orogenic hd, also en-
compassing the Austroalpine nappe Stack, is
characterized by predominantly Cretaceous deformation

(Liniger and Nievergelt 1990; Liniger,
1992; Froitzheim et al., 1994; Nievergelt et al.,
1996) and metamorphism (Deutsch, 1983).

Greenschist: Metabasaltic ophiolitic rocks
predominate over serpentinite (Staub, 1921). Rock
types with porphyroblastic albite (prasinite) as

weh as alkali amphibole-bearing (glaucophane,
Mg-riebeckite) greenschist are common
(Oberhänsli, 1978). Metachert with magnetite and
occasionally manganese mineralizations (Wenk and
Maurizio, 1976) are commonly associated with
greenschist, especially in the Val Cam and Pizzi di
Maroz area. These are overlain by marbles and
calcschists. From point 2369 (west of Pizzi di
Maroz) towards southwest into Val di Cam this
sequence is weh exposed. This succession is analogous

to that known from the Platta ophiohtes
(Dietrich, 1969,1970) and the Forno unit
(Ferrario and Montrasio, 1976; Peretti, 1985;
Weissert and Bernoulli, 1985). At the Pizzi di
Maroz, metagabbro fragments also occur. These
are commonly transformed to white mica-zoisite-
albite schist.White mica is chromium-bearing, and
thus, these rocks were called "Fuchsitschiefer" by
Staub (1921).

Calcareous schist and marbletThe- Avers
metasedimentary rocks contain a wide spectrum of
rock types (Staub, 1918; 1921). In the area of the

map, calcareous schist and marble predominate
over quartz-rich and pehtic rocks. They form part
of the ophiolitic sequence typical for the southern
part of the Avers Bündnerschiefer unit.

3.6. MALENCO-FORNO-LIZUN COMPLEX

This complex merges with the Platta nappe
further to the north and represents the classical
South-Penninic ophiolitic suture (Staub, 1946) in
southern Graubünden and northern Italy.The
tectonically higher ophiohtes of the southern part of
the Platta nappe (overlying the Margna nappe)
remain outside the map. The greenschists of the
Lizun unit lack metasedimentary rocks but contain

metagabbro (Staub, 1921). The Forno unit
south of the Engadine line is mainly composed of
mafic volcanic rocks and their sedimentary cover
(Montrasio, 1973; Ferrario and Montrasio,
1976; Gautschi, 1980; Peretti, 1985; Peretti and
Koppel, 1986) and is overprinted by contact
metamorphism.
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The Malenco unit was paleogeographicahy po-
sitioned between the ocean floor sequence of the
Forno unit and the continental margin represented

by the Margna nappe. It includes denudated
serpentinized mantle-derived rocks, lower cjrustal
rocks, shvers of upper crustal rocks, ophicarbonates,

and MORB-type dikes (Hermann and
Muntener, 1996). A special feature of the Malenco
unit is the preservation of an exhumed crust-mantle

boundary with pehtic granulites welded to the
mantle rocks by the intrusion of the Fedoz gabbro
(Muntener and Hermann, 1996; Hermann et
al., subm.). Therefore the Malenco unit does not
represent a typical ophiolite suite (Trommsdorff
et al., 1993). The Fedoz gabbro and lower crul^K
rocks are hthologicahy idkatical with the Fedoz
gabbro and Fedoz series of the Margna nappe.
However, in terms of their Alpine tectonic position,

we consider these lower crustal rocks to be
part of the Malenco unit (Hermann and
Muntener, 1996). Intrusive relationships between the
Forno mafics and the Malenco ultramafic rocks
indicate that the Forno unit laterally replaces the
Malenco unit (Trommsdorff et al., 1993).

Confusion may arise when comparing the older

maps of Staub (1921,1946) and Wenk (1977,
tectonic inset map) with our tectonic Classification
at the eastern margin of the Bergeh pluton.This is
because we adopt the stratigraphy of this area as
described by Ferrario and Montrasio (1976),
who first established the existence of the ophiolitic

succession described later (see Rossi series).

Gamet-mica-schist (former granulite): Within
the mapped area, garnet-mica-schists represent

i||||itic granulites of the Malenco unit. Garnet, up
to 1.5 cm in diameter, is the only preserved granulite

facies mineral within this schist. Intercalated
grossular-epidote-diopside calc-silicates show
minor retrogression only.These granuhtic rocks
represent a meta-sedimentary sequence originally
consisting of kyanite-biotite-plagioclase-garnet
granulites (Muntener and Hermann, 1996), with
intercalations of both calc-silicate rocks that
occasionally contain wollastonite (Schumacher,
1975) and spinel-olivine marbles (Wenk, 1963;
Bangerter, 1978). The formation of partial
melts, crosscutting the metamorphic banding, and
migmatization of the pehtic granulites are due to
contact metamorphism caused by the Permian
Fedoz gabbro intrusion (Muntener and Hermann,
1996). Metamorphic conditions of granulite facies
metamorphism are approximately 800 °C and 10
kbar (Muntener and Hermann, 1996). Exhumation

of mantle rocks, together with gabbro and
granulites from the crust-mantle interface to the
seafloor during the early Mesozoic is indicated by

retrograde metamorphism and associated
overprinting structures. Hence, a Permian event of
extension and magmatic underplating is followed by
Jurassic rifting (Hermann and Muntener, 1996).

Previously, these granuhnslrocks of the
Malenco unit were regarded as part of the Margna
nappe (Cornelius, 1925; Staub, 1946; Montrasio

and Trommsdor|1| 1983), where similar rock
types are observed (the Fedoz series). Because
the Permian Fedoz gabbro links the granuhtic
rocks to the Malenco ultramafic rocks, they are
now considered to be part of the Malenco unit
(Hermann and Muntener, 1996).

Fedoz gabbro (Malenco Mmr):This gabbro,
together with the granuhtes, was mapped on both
sides of the Val Ventina by Schumacher (1975),
Ulrich (1995) and Borsien (1995). It is strongly
deformed during the Alpine orogeny and
completely transformed into banded amphibolite.
Black garnet-bearing fine-grained amphibolites
represent higher differentiated gabbros enriched
in hon and titanium. Within the mapped area, they
are hardly distinguishable from the Forno
metabasalts (Ulrich and Borsien, 1996). At
Alpe Zocca the gabbros display rodingitized
contacts to the ultramafic rocks. Where the Fedoz
gabbro is mostly unaffected by Alpine deformation

and metamorphism it mainly contains
clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene and plagioclase. It
displays a penetrative deformation that was
subsequently annealed under pre-Alpine granuhte
facies conditions (Gautschi, 1980; Hermann and
Muntener, 1996). A detailed description of non-
altered gabbros and their occurrence within the
Malenco nappe is given by Muntener and
Hermann (1996).The tholeiitic Fedoz gabbro displays
a magmatic evolution from magnesian gabbro to
ferro-gabbro (Gautschi, 1980) and to highly
differentiated quartz diorites and ilmenite-pyrox-
ene-amphibole gabbros (Ulrich and Borsien,
1996). The gabbro exMbitaprimary contacts with
the pehtic granuhtes and the ultramafic rocks
(Hermann et al., subm.). U-Pb dating of zircon
yields a maximum intrusion age of 280 Ma for
the Fedoz gabbro (Hansmann et al., 1995) and
indicates magmatic underplating in Permian times,
an event also described in the Ivrea zone
(Schmid, 1993).

Ultramafic roclclhe Malenco ultramafic rocks
predominantly consi§% of magnetite-diopside-
antigorite serpentinites and are often strongly
foliated. Titanian clinohumite-bearing veins are
common in the serpentinites (Trommsdorff and
Evans, 1980). In the uppermost Vahe Airale and
east of Rifugio Porro/Gerii in Val Venlina, Alpine
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metamorphism was static and pre-Alpine mantle
jstmctures are preserved. Near Mt. Braccia, along
the eastern continuation of the Malenco
ultramafics, non-hydrated layered spinel peridotites
crop out. They are associated with harzburgites,
dunites, spinel-websterites and garia^t-pyroxen-
ites and exhibit a complex mantle evolution
(Muntener and HermanM.996). All these rock
types also occur, with diffeigbt degrees of
serpentinization, within the mapped area.

The western border ojMhe serpentinites is

overprinted by contact metamorphism.This offers
an excellent opportunity to map isograds in the
same rock type over 10 km distance parallel to the
contact with the Bergeh pluton (Trommsdorff
and Evans, 1972,1977, and 1980; Pfiffner and
Weiss, 1994; Trommsdorff and Conolly, 1996).
At first, the regional metamorphic diopside-antig-
orite serpentinites are transformed into tremo-
hte-ohvine-antigorite serpentinites. The best visible

isograd is associated with the break-down of
antigorite nearer to the intrusion: the fohated
antigorite serpentinites abruptly change to
ohvine-talk fels. In the direct vicinity of the
tonalite contact, the stable parageneses in the
ultramafic rocks is olivine + enstatite.

Ophicarbonate: In Val Ventina, a 5 km long
zone of ophicarbonates within the ultramafic
rocks strikes perpendicular to the tonalite contact.

Serpentinite fragments predominate over the
carbonate matrix.The carbon isotope signature of
calcite and dolomite indicates formation in an
oceanic environment. Therefore, Pozzorini
(1996) interpreted this kind of ophicarbonate as

the filling of a former fracture zone. Contact
metamorphism of these ophicarbonates has been studied

by Trommsdorff and Evans (1977) and Ferry

(1995). Matrix supported ophicarbonates
occur in Val Scermendone (Pfiffner and Weiss,
1994) and represent the sedimentary cover of the
exhumed mantle rocks (Pozzorini, 1996;
Pozzorini and Früh-Green, 1996).

Mafic rocks: At Piz Lizun, north of the Engadine

line and outside the Bergeh contact aureole,
Mesozoic meta-basaltic rocks of the Lizun unit
are overprinted by Alpine greenschist facies
regional metamorphism. Most likely, the Lizun
greenschists represent mainly meta-pillow lavas

(Nievergelt and Dietrich, 1977) accompamed
by pillow breccias and dikes. Primary porphyritic
feldspars are still preserved. Furthermore, these
rock types compare weh with those of the Forno
unit found northeast of Piz Salacina, just south of
the Engadine line. No serpentinite is associated

aMuih the Lizun greenschist. Hornblende gabbro.

showing ah stages of transformation to the "Fuch-
sitschiefer" (see above), is found near Piz Lizun
(Staub, 1921).

The mafic rocks of the Forno unit, now present
as amphibolites, locally exhibit pillow lava structures

(see "pihow structures" under "Various
rock types" in map legend),pihow breccias
(Montrasio, 1973), and swarms of parallel dikes with
porphMtic feldspar (Kubli, 1983; Giere, 1984;

Diethelm, 1984). A MORB character is indicated
for these rocks by chemical analyses (Riklin,
1977; Gautschi, 1980; Kubli, 1983) as weh as by
Pb-isotopic studies (Peretti and Koppel, 1986).
A Fe-Cu-Zn sulphide mineralization occurring
within a zone of several km length is interpreted
to have formed from hydrothermally altered mafic

rocks (Peretti and Koppel, 1986). Ultramafic
lenses are embedded within porphyritic amphibolites

at Alp da Cavloc.An amphibolite body south
of Piz Cassandra (Pika, 1976) is chemically equivalent

to the Forno metabasalts (Gautschi, 1980)
and displays intrusive contacts to the surrounding
ultramafic rocks as weh as rodingitized borders
(Trommsdorff et al., 1993).

Rossi series (mostly And-Grt-Bt-schist, Meso-
&mj&): This sedimentary cover of the Forno mafic

rocks has been mapped by Kubli (1983), Peretti
(1983, 1985), Mützenberg (1986) and Riklin
(1977,1978). The age of the cover (including the

younger Muretto series) is assumed to be Mid-
Jurassic to Cretaceous (Peretti, 1985; Weissert
and Bernoulli, 1985). A basal quartzite, up to
2 m thick, usuahy contains magnetite and locahy
manganese ore deposits (Peters et al., 1973;
Ferrario and Montrasio, 1976). Most likely it
represents metaradiolarites.This quartzite is overlain
by calc-silicates and calcite marbles, interpreted
to represent former Aptychus limestone. An-
dalusite-garnet-biotite-schist is the predominant
metapelitic rock type of the Rossi series. In several

places it contains graphite-bearmg layers which
possibly represent Cretaceous black shales

(Weissert and Bernoulli, 1985).

Muretto series (meta-arkose, Mesozoic): This
meta-arkose (Peretti, 1985) was referred to as

the "Muretto quartzite" by Staub (1946) and as

diopside-plagioclase-quartz-schist by Drescher-
Kaden (1940) and Gyr (1967).These former
sediments mark the change from pelagic to elastic
Sedimentation of continent-derived material
(Trommsdorff and Nievergelt, 1983), and they
are probably of late Cretaceous age.

Ah rock types of the Forno unit are overprinted

by contact metamorphism caused by the
Bergeh granodiorite (Wenk et al., 1974;Tromms-
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dorff and Nievergelt, 1983; Peretti, 1985).
This contact metamorphic overprint provides an
excellent time marker for inferring the age of the
deformation structures in these rocks (Puschnig,
1996). Contact metamorphism in the few relics of
ultramafic rocks of the Forno series increases
from antigorite-ohvine to ohvine-talc-tremohte,
ohvine-anthophylhte-tremohte, and ohvine-en-
statite (the latter is observed in xenohths within
granodiorite only). Isograds in the metapehtes of
the Rossi series are defined by the first occurrence
of andalusite (approx. 2 km away from the intrusion)

and silhmanite (approx. 600 m away from
the granodiorite contact).The highest grade in the
metapehtes is documented by the local
occurrences of K-feldspar and corundum (Tromms-
DORFFPad Nievergelt, 1983). In the metabasalt

10||tisograds are mappable, but contact metamorphism

leads to pargasite and plagioclase blastesis

(Gautschi, 1980). The only mappable isograd
in the Muretto series is the first occurrence of
diopside (approx. 2.3 km away from the intrusion).

4. Lower Austroalpine units

The Lower Austroalpine units are derived from
the distal Apulian continental margin (Handy et
al., 1993; Froitzheim et al., 1994). Within the area
of the map, the flat-lying part of the Margna nappe
is found north of the Passo d'Ur antiform, its root
within the Southern Steep Belt. Occurrences of
the Seha-Bernina nappe are restricted to the
Southern Steep Belt (Spillmann, 1993). For an
overview of LowerAustroalpine units immediately

adjacent to the map the reader is referred to
Spillmann (1993) and Spillmann and Büchi
(1993).

4.1. MARGNA NAPPE

The paleogeographie and tectonic position of this
nappe is controversial because of its present structural

position between two ophiolitic units: the
Platta nappe and the Malenco-Forno-Lizun complex.

Although all authors now agree that the
Margna nappe is derived from the Apulian margin,

as suggested by Montrasio and Trommsdorff

(1983) and Montrasio (1984), the Margna
nappe may also be regarded as a Penninic (Staub,
1946; Trümpy, 1975) or Ultra-Penninic (Trümpy,
1992) unit in the sense that it is paleogeographi-
cahy surrounded by oceanic domains. Liniger
(1992) provided evidence that its present position
between the two ophiolitic units is inherited from
paleogeographical complications. Froitzheim

and Manatschal (1996) and Froitzheim et al.
(1996) postulate that this nappe separated from
the Apulian margin as an extensional allochthon
between two oceanic domains during Mesozoic
rifting. Furthermore, this nappe differs from the
rest of the Austroalpine nappes in that it comprises

a shee of continental lower crust (Fedoz series
of Spillmann, 1993), which exhibits close similarities

to former granuhtes found in the Penninic
Malenco unit (see above). On the other hand,
Hermann and Muntener (1992) showed that the
Margna nappe is connected to the Austroalpine
Seha nappe by a syncline of MesozöSisediments.
Spillmann (1993) found no evSfönce for a
Separation between Seha- and Bemina nappes further
to the east.

The Margna nappe has recently been re-inves-
tigated by Liniger (1992), Liniger and Guntli
(1988), Guntli and Liniger (1989), and
Hermann and Muntener (1992). For compiling the
map,we used Spillmann (1993) and the following
diploma theses from ETH Zürich covering different

parts of the Margna nappe: Guntli (1987),
Liniger (1987), Mützenberg (1986), and Spillmann

(1988, 1989). For mapping the Scermendone

zone, we used the maps of Pfiffner and
Weiss (1994) and VENZO^t al. (1971). Recent
structural and petrographie investigations (Bay,
1996; Fornera, 1996) indicate a correlation of
this zone with the Margna nappe, as proposed by
Staub (1946). Previously, the Scermendone zone
was linked with the window of Lanzada situated
to the east of our map, and thä'Lanzada-Scer-
mendone zone" was considered as an equivalent
of the Suretta nappe (Montrasio, 1984).

The terminology used for subdividing different

units within the Margna nappe s.str., exposed
north of the Malenco serpentinites, follows that
given by Spillmann (1993). The basement of the
Margna nappe is composed of lower- and upper
crustal rock associations, separated by a Jurassic
normal fault (Hermann and Muntener, 1996).
The lower crustal rocks comprise granuhtes,
referred to as the Fedoz series in the Margna nappe,
intruded by the Fedoz gabbro. This piece of lower
crust is similar to that found in the Malenco unit,
but the Alpine greenschist facies overprint is

stronger in the Margna nappe. The upper crustal
rocks consist of paragneiss metamorphosed during

the Variscan (Maloja series) and intruded by
late Variscan granitoids (Spillmann and Büchi,
1993). In the area of our map, a prominent band of
Permo-Mesozoic cover separates a higher tectonic

unit (the Maloja unit), preserved as khppen at
Piz da la Margna and Piz Fora, from a lower one
(the Fora unit) according to Liniger and Guntli
(1988) and Spillmann (1993).
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Gneisses of the Scermendone zone: The basement

of this zone consists of micaschist. quartz-
rich schist, amphibolite, and thin layers of quart-
zo-feldspatic äugen gneiss (Pfiffner and Weiss,
1994). Intercalated marble (see "various rock
types" in legend) mostly represent Mesozoic Cover

(Pfiffner and Weiss, 1994). Garnet-rich
paragneisses with lenses of blue quartz and intercalations

of calc-silicate rocks have been found in
Vahe Airale. These probably represent the Fedoz
series in the verticalized part of the Margna
nappe.

Micaschist, marble and calc-silicate (Fedoz and
Maloja series): The Fedoz and Maloja metasedimentary

seöls are described by Staub (1917) and
Cornelius (1925) and were re-investigated by
Guntli and Liniger (1989) and Spillmann
(1993). Garnet micaschist, calc-silicate, marble
and occasional lenses of serpentinite, talc and
actinolite fels are found within the Fedoz series.
Granulite facies rehcs document the derivation of
the Fedoz series from lower continental crust
(Spillmann, 1993). Hence the Fedoz series is the
equivalent of the granuhtes in the Malenco unit.
Staub (1917) pointed out the similarities of the
Fedoz series with the Valpelline series in the Dent
Blanche nappe. In areas with a strong Alpine
overprint, the Fedoz series is hardly distinguish-
able from the paragneisses and schists of the
Upper crustal Maloja series (Spillmann, 1993).

Fedoz gabbro (Margna nappe): The Fedoz
gabbro crosscuts the metasedimentary banding in
the Fedoz series (Spillmann, 1988). Only a few
rehcs of the primary mineral assemblage are
preserved within the gabbro. Usually this metagabbro

contains a greenschist facies metamorphic
paragenesis with albite + epidote + chlorite +
amphibole. Sometimes the metagabbro grades into a
black amphibolite representing a more highly
differentiated iron-rich gabbro. In the region of Dos-
so Calvo, magmatic gabbro textures are still
preserved (Riklin, 1977). The granuhte facies flaser
structure, typical for the deformed Fedoz gabbro
in the Malenco unit, is also preserved in this
region (Hermann and Muntener, 1996).The name
"Fedoz gabbro" was introduced by Staub (1917)
for the occurrence of this metagabbro in the
Margna nappe.

Granodioritic to granitic äugen gneiss:
Magmatic textures are not preserved in these rocks.
However, large K-feldspar crystals, probably
representing former phenocrysts, can be recognized
locally. Xenoliths of the surrounding basement
demonstrate that these rocks do indeed represent

former igneous rocks. Moreover, the lack of prer
Alpine metamorphism points to a Late (or posÄg
Variscan age of these rocks (Spillmann, 1993).
Geochemical analyses (Guntli, 1987) reveal a

granodioritic to granitic composition. An increase
of the Alpine regional metamorphism from NE to
SW is documented by the occurrence of the index
minerals stilpnomelane and biotite (BUCHER and

Pfeiffer; 1973; Guntli and Liniger, 1989).

Permo-Mesozoic cover: This cover sequence
stratigraphically overhes the Maloja series and/or
the Late Variscan äugen gneisses. It is best
exposed in the Tremoggia syncline between the
Margna and Seha nappes outside our map and
described in detail by Hermann and Muntener
(1992). A detrital base (correlated with the Fuorn
formation) is overlain by Triassic marble, sihceous
calc-schist (Ahgäu formation), metaradiolarite,
and a younger marble (Aptychus hmestone) and
calcschist.This typically Austroalpine cover (Furrer,

1985) documents the derivation of the
Margna nappe from the Apulian passive margin.

4.2. SELLA-BERNTNA NAPPE

The Seha and Bernina nappes are separated from
each other by two intermediate tectonic units, the
Platta and Corvatsch nappes, in the western Bernina

massif only (outside our map). No distinct
Separation between Seha and Bernina nappes can
be found further east in the Bernina massif
according to Spillmann (1993). The wedging out of
the Platta and Corvatsch nappes (and possibly
also the Seha nappe) is due to Late Cretaceous
normal faulting along the Corvatsch normal fault
(Liniger, 1992; Spillmann, 1993; Froitzheim et
al., 1994). Since a clear subdivision cannot be
made within the part of the Seha-Bernina nappe
covered by our map either (i.e. within the Southern

Steep Belt, south of the Passo d'Ur antiform),
the two nappes are taken together. Our compilation

follows the detailed map by Venzo et al.

(1971). These authors propose that the Seha

nappe wedges out east of our map and attribute
the rock types described below to the Bernina
nappe. However, west of Sondrio, the assignment
of gneisses to the Margna, Seha-Bernina, and
Campo-Languard nappes is difficult. Therefore,
other authors (Staub, 1946; Wenk and
Cornelius, 1977) chose different correlations from
those of Venzo et al. (1971).

Gneiss and micaschist: These rocks were
mapped as "Gneiss del Monte Canale" by Venzo
et al. (1971). Muscovite-epidote-bearing mica-
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schist and gneiss, often grading into äugen gneiss,
are locally interlayered with amphibffltes. Lenses
of calcite and dolomite marbles of unknown age
are mapped separately (see "marble" under "various

rock types").

Granitic gneiss: This biotite-bearing granite
gneiss (the "granitic gneiss of Pizzo Mercantelh"
of Venzo et al., 1971) is granitic to granodioritic
in composition and intensely deformed in most
places, locally preserving a massive texture.
Following Spillmann (1993) we interpret this rock
type to represent a Late Variscan intrusion.

Marble (Permo-Mesozoic cover): Calcite and
dolomite marbles (including cargneules) of
presumably Permo-Mesozoic age (Staub, 1946) are
preserved in a large lens at Sasso Bianco just east
of our map. This occurrence represents a syncli-
norium preserved immediately adjacent to the
boundary with the Margna nappe (see profiles in
Venzo et al.. 1971).

5. Upper Austroalpine units

In the area of the map, occurrences of Upper
Austroalpine units are restricted to the Southern
Steep Belt immediately north of the Insubric line
(see Froitzheim et al., 1994, for an overview of
the Upper Austroalpine units further north).
No distinction can be made between Campo
and Languard nappes within the area of the map.
The Tonale series is commonly regarded as part of
the Campo nappe, but it is hthologicahy and
tectonically distinct from the rest of the Campo
nappe.

5.1. CAMPO-LANGUARD NAPPE

This tectonic unit corresponds to the "Cristallino
di Petra Rossa" of Venzo et al. (1971). Its southern

limit is discussed under "Tonale series".

Gneiss and micaschist: Fine-grained muscovite
(± biotite) gneiss, micaschist grading into
quartzitic layers, and gneiss with large biotite
aggregates are the predominant rock types. Intercalations

of muscovite (± biotite, ± chlorite) äugen
gneiss, amphibolite and marble, as weh as
pegmatites, are also present (Venzo et al., 1971).

M. Rolla granitic gneiss: This granitic to
granodioritic äugen gneiss locahy preserves a
porphyritic texture with K-feldspar megacrysts (Venzo

et al., 1971). A Late Variscan age is probable
(Spillmann, 1993).

5.2. THE TONALE SERIES

A distinct association of various amphibolite
grade rocks (schist and gneiss, amphibolite,
calcsilicate, marble, pegmatites, and occasionally
ultramafics) accompanies the Tonale line (the eastern

segment of the Insubric line) ah the way from
Bellinzona to beyond Passo Tonale in the east

(Cornelius and Cornelius-Furlani, 1931;

Lardelli, 1981; Fumasoli, 1974; Werling,
1992). In the east the contact between the Tonale
series, characterized byVariscan high-grade
metamorphism, and the lower grade Campo nappe
s.str. is defined by the Pejo and Mortirolo lines
(Werling, 1992). West of Tirano, however, the
boundary between Campo-Languard nappe and
Tonale series is difficult to draw on purely
lithological criteria. In the area of our map, the Tonale
series corresponds to the mylonites related to
movements along the Insubric line (Lardelli,
1981; Wiedenbeck, 1986; Berger, 1995; Berger
et al., 1996).

5.3. INSUBRIC MYLONITES

The protohths of these mylonites are identical to
the non-mylonitic rocks of the Tonale Series, only
preserved east of the map area. Amphibolite
grade metamorphism (Variscan in the east,Alpine
south of the Bergeh pluton) is preserved locally,
evidenced by garnet and sillimamte in pehtic
schists (Lardelli, 1981). A retrograde greenschist

facies metamorphic overprint during
mylonitization is strong, particularly in the southern
parts of the mylonite belt.

West of Val Mera, lineations in the mylonites
pitch to the west and steepen from south to north
(Heitzmann, 1987b; Fisch, 1989; Berger et al.,
1996). Almost hojrizontal lineations are observed
further east (Berger, 1995; Berger et al., 1996;
Wiedenbeck, 1986). Senses of shear indicate
backthrusting, combined with dextral strike slip
motion during retrograde mylonitization. This
gradually gives way to pure dextral strike shp
motion east of the Bergeh pluton (Schmid et al.,
1989; Werling, 1992). A cataclastic late overprint
is restricted to the immediate contact with the
Southern Alps (the "Tonale fault", spectacularly
exposed in a gorge east of Livo, Fumasoli, 1974).

aSffil dextral overprint post-dates mylonitization
(Schmid et al., 1989).

6. Southern Alps

Unmetamorphic (to anchimetamorphic?) cover
ofthe Southern Alps is preserved just south ofthe
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Tonale line. Hence the vertical throw across the
Insubric mylonite belt amounts to at least 20 km
in the western part of the map, but rapidly
decreases eastwards (Berger et al., 1996).The
compilation of the Southern Alpine units is based on
the maps of Fumasoli (1974), Lardelli (1981),
Venzo et al. (1971), and Montrasio and Sciesa
(1988).

Biotite-gneiss, micaschist and phyllonite: Garnet-

and staurolite-bearing gneiss grades into
micaschist and is interlayered with amphibolites, as

mapped by Fumasoli (1974) west of Lake Como.
East of this lake, the so-cahed " Morbegno gneiss

or schist" (Lardelli, 1981) also contains garnet,
staurolite, and (typically) poikiloblastic albite.
Phyhonites are widespread and a product of pre-
Alpine deformation under retrograde metamorphic

conditions. This basement is part of the
Gravedona zone (Bocchio et al., 1980; or northern

phyllonite zone of ElTahlawi, 1965) and
resembles the Stabieho Gneiss ofthe Val Coha zone
further to the west (Reinhard, 1953).

Granitic gneiss (Dazio granite, Mantello
gneiss): Granitic to dioritic äugen gneiss of
igneous origin, mapped by Venzo et al. (1971), is

exposed south of Dazio and forms an isolated
stock within the surrounding Morbegno gneiss
and schist. The Manteho "granite", mapped by
Lardelli (1981) and Montrasio and Sciesa
(1988) is part ofthe so-cahed "Gneiss Chiari" (El
Tahlawi, 1965), consisting of leucocratic gneisses
composed of quartz, albite, K-feldspar and
muscovite. The nature of the protohth is debated and

ranges from arkose (El Tahlawi, 1965) to
Carboniferous plutonites (Koppel and Grünenfelder,

1971).Typicahy, the Gneiss Chiari are
directly overlain by the Mesozoic cover, as is shown
on our map.

Permo-Mesozoic cover: Remnants of this Cover

are preserved just south of the Insubric line
where they dip steeply to the north, i.e. towards
the Central Alps. This indicates a component of
relative uplift of the Southern Alps during
cataclastic overprint of the Insubric mylonites by the
dextral Tonale fault. Litho-stratigraphy and structure

of this cover have been described and
mapped in detaü by Fumasoli (1974) and
Lardelli (1981). Permo-Triassic Verrucano and
Servino are overlain by dolomite and occasionally

limestone of Triassic age, but younger sti|||j|
graphic levels are not preserved here.

7. Tertiary Igneous Rocks

7.1. BERGELL PLUTON

The Bergeh pluton is composed primarily of
tonalite and granodiorite, with minor amounts of
gabbro, hornblendite, diorite, and aphtic and
pegmatitic granites (Wenk, 1973 and 1986; Wenk et
al., 1977; Trommsdorff and Nievergelt, 1983;

Reusser, 1987; Diethelm, 1989). It is a composite
pluton in that mafic rocks (predominantly

tonalite and minor amounts of gabbro and other
mafic rock types) form the margins of the pluton
with granodiorite occupying the core and
northwestern margin. A zone where mingling and mixing

occurred, the "Übergangszone" of Moticska
(1970) and Wenk and Cornelius (1977), is

always present between the granodiorite and
tonalite, except in the eastern part of the pluton.
In the east, cross-cutting relationships between
tonalite and granodiorite demonstrate the shghtly

younger crystallization age of the granodiorite
in this part of the pluton (Gyr, 1967; Trommsdorff

and Nievergelt, 1983; Berger and
Giere, 1995), consistent with radiometric dating.
von Blanckenburg (1992) showed that the
tonalite and granodiorite at the eastern margin
cooled through their solidus at 32 and 30 Ma,
respectively (see review by Hansmann, 1996).

The margin of the Bergeh pluton was re-
mapped in three areas. Its position significantly
differs from that given in the map of Wenk and
Cornelius (1977) in the area of Val Bondasca.
According to our own mapping (C. Davidson and
S. Schmid), as weh as according to detailed maps
found in Diethelm (1989), parts of the Adula-
Gruf nappe were erroneously interpreted as
plutonic rocks belonging to the Bergeh pluton by
Wenk and Cornelius (1977). The southeastern
margin in Val Masino south of Bagni del Masino
(lower Val Spluga) was re-mapped by Berger
(1995). Finally, Rosenberg (1996) and Berger
(1995) re-mapped the contact zone in Vahe dei
Ratti, and also newly mapped the boundary
between tonalite and "Übergangszone" south of
Vahe dei Ratti. Individual dikes within the Bergeh
pluton have not been mapped but will also be

briefly described below.

Gabbro and hornblendite: Sporadic
occurrences of basic rocks, which are part of the calc-alkaline

Bergeh suite, were studied in detaü by
Diethelm (1985,1989). They are commonly
associated with tonalite near the contact to the country

rocks. Several different types can be
distinguished in the field: coarse-grained orthopyrox-
ene-bearing ohvine-clinopyroxene hornblendite;
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fine-grained and medium-grained clinopyroxene-
hornblende gabbro; and a pegmatitic hornblende
gabbro with hornblende crystals up to 30 cm long
(Diethelm, 1985). These rocks are considered to
represent an early phase of the Bergeh intrusion,
as suggested by field relationships, e.g., gabbroic
enclaves in tonalite, intrusive contacts to Mesozoic

country rocks and chemistry (Diethelm,
1985,1989).

Tonalite: The tonalite is predominantly
composed of plagioclase, quartz, hornblende, biotite,
and small amounts of epidote and K-feldspar
(Reusser, 1987). It is often altered at the contact
with marble country rocks due to intense metasomatism.

It has a weü-developed foliation defined
by the preferred orientation of biotite and plagioclase

laths, and/or a lineation defined by the alignment

of elongate hornblende crystals. Structural
observations at the eastern, western and southern
margin of the pluton revealed a continuous
transition from magmatic flow to high-temperature
sohd-state syn-intrusive deformation (Berger
and GiERfi, 1995; Davidson et al., 1996; Berger
et al., 1994; Rosenberg et al., 1994; Berger et al.,
1996; Berger and Stünitz, 1996). Foliations and
lineations along the western margin of the pluton
are always concordant with those of the
surrounding rocks. To the west of the main body of
the pluton, a steeply inclined tabular body of
tonalite (the Jorio tonalite) extends almost to
Giubiasco near Bellinzona. Geobarometry based
on the AI content in hornblende indicates that the
pressure of final crystallization of the tonahte
decreases from greater than 8 kbars in the west to
less than 5 kbars in the northeast (Reusser, 1987;
Davidson et al., 1996).

A sohd-state overprint is particularly strong at
the southern margin of the pluton and is associated

with metamorphic reactions taking place
under amphibolite grade conditions.These reactions
promote growth of biotite and epidote at the
expense of hornblende (Berger and Stünitz,
1996). Gradual transitions into tonahte gneisj|||
and high-temperature mylonites are observed in
the Southern Steep Belt.

Melirolo äugen gneiss: The Melirolo äugen
gneiss (AGM) |l||||sintensely sohd-state
deformed and occasionally mylonitic (Fisch, 1989)
epidote-bearing granodiorite (Reusser, 1987).
The äugen, usuahy 1-2 cm in length, are primarily
plagioclase, but K-feldspar and quartz äugen are
also found. According to Vogler (1980) and
Vogler and Voll (1976,1981) this'gne^^^^^
occurs only in the western part of the Bergeh pluton,

has a sharp contact wäfi the tonalite and rep¬

resents an independent intrusion. However,
according to Fisch (1989) and our own observations,

there is a gradual transition from the
tonahte into the AGM. The AGM everywhere
follows the southern margin of the Jorio tonahte and
it locahy intrudes the Tonale series as individual
thin dikes. These dikes are situated south of the
main intrusive body, and are interpreted to be of
subvolcanic nature by Vogler and Voll (1981).
In the area of Bellinzona, the AGM extends
further to the west with respect to the Jorio tonahte
(Weber, 1957). Porphyritic dikes of very similar
composition are also reported from the Sesia zone
exposed west of Locarno and are found ah the
way to the Val d'Ossola, where some of these
dikes are mylonitized within the Insubric
mylonite belt (Reinhardt, 1966; Kruhl and Voll,
1976; Schmid et al., 1987). While we agree with
Vogler and Voll (1981) that the AGM represents

a separate intrusion locally, we regard this
intrusion to be roughly contemporaneous with
and part of the Bergeh pluton because of the gra-
dational transitions observed at its northern
boundary with the tonahte. Also, post-emplacement

mylonitization started under amphibolite
facies conditions (Fisch, 1989) and therefore we
cannot accept a subvolcanic origin for the AGM.

Transition zone between granodiorite and
tonalite:This "Übergangszone" (Moticska, 1970;
Wenk and Cornelius, 1977; Hansmann, 1981),
found only in the southern and southwestern
parts of the intrusion, is an inhomogeneous zone
characterized by alternating layers of tonahtic
and granodioritic rocks, probably due to mingling
between the tonalite and granodiorite magmas.
Magmatic mixing is also indicated in the
"Übergangszone" by the presence of rocks with
intermediate chemical compositions between the
tonahte and granodiorite (Reusser, 1987). Contacts

between the "Übergangszone" and tonahte,
mapped by Berger (1995) and Rosenberg
(1996), are delineated by the first occurrence of
K-feldspar megacrysts. The " Übergangszone "-
granodiorite contact was mainly taken from the
map of Wenk and Cornelius (1977). However,
this contact is less clear and often gradational.
When present, fabrics within the
"Übergangszone" are concordant with the sourounding
rocks. These observations suggest that tonahte
and granodiorite had a common magmatic stage,
at least in the southern and southwestern parts of
the pluton.

Granodiorite: The granodiorite mainly
contains plagioclase, quartz, K-feldspar and biotite,
and (in some places) hornblende (Gyr, 1967;
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Reusser, 1987). K-feldspar occurs both as

megacrysts (3-5 cm, but sometimes > 10 cm) and
in the matrix. Near the tonahte contact in the
west, the granodiorite (and "Übergangszone")
usually has a weh-developed foliation marked by
the preferred orientation of biotite, whereas the
alignment of K-feldspar megacrysts defines a mineral

lineation. In the east, and center of the pluton,
foliations and lineations are usually subtle or not
present, except close to the contact with the country

rocks (Drescher-Kaden and Storz, 1926;

Berger and Giere, 1995). In some areas (e.g.,

near Rifugio Omio), the granodiorite exhibits a

distinct magmatic layering, documented by
accumulation of K-feldspars that are oriented parallel
to the layers. A sohd-state overprint is sporadical-
ly observed in quartz domains (Wenk, 1973).
However, this overprint is very much weaker than
that observed in the tonahte and does not define
a pervasive sohd-state foliation.

Both the granodiorite and tonahte contain
abundant homogeneous enclaves of dioritic to
monzonitic composition ("endogene Xenolithe"
of Gansser and Gyr, 1964; see also Moticska,
1970; Hansmann, 1981; Morand, 1981;
Diethelm, 1989,1990).These inclusions are more common

in the granodiorite, where they are typically
oval to round in shape and often occur concentrated

in large numbers (e.g. north of the
Fornohütte or east ofthe Cima diVazzeda). In the
tonahte, the enclaves are usually present as
schlieren. Based on observations of disintegrated
mafic dikes in Val Porcellizzo, Diethelm (1990)
concluded that these enclaves represent products
of mingling between injected basic magmas and
the slowly cooling tonahte and granodiorite magmas.

In the eastern part of the intrusion, the
shapes of mafic enclaves reveal a strain concentration

towards the contact of the pluton (Berger

and GiERfi, 1995).

Granodiorite ofAlpe Cameraggio: This
homogeneous rock is a fine grained, equigranular variety

of the Bergeh granodiorite. It occurs at the
border between the typical Bergeh granodiorite
and the tonahte near Alpe Cameraccio (Wenk
and Cornelius, 1977). The contact between the
two granodiorites is usually sharp (Wenk, 1986,
1992). The granodiorite of Alpe CamenSio has

not yet been studied in detaü.

Andesitic-basaltic dikes: At Piz Lizun, northeast

of lake Cavloc, and in Val Malenco, basaltic
dikes crosscutting nappe boundaries are found at
the eastern Bergeh margin (Nievergelt and

Dietrich, 1976; Gautschi and Montrasio, 1978;

Wenk, 1980). They are younger than the regional

Alpine deformation but older than the emplacement

of the Bergeh tonahte and granodiorite as

revealed by their contact metamorphic overprint
(Gautschi and Montrasio, 1978; Wenk, 1980;
Trommsdorff and Nievergelt, 1983). A
magmatic texture is documented by an ophitic
intergrowth of anorthite and hastingsitic amphibole. A
possible connection with the Bergeh calc-alkaline
intrusive seems possible in view of their
geochemical characteristics (Diethelm, 1989).

Microgranite and aplitic granite (not mapped),
orbicular granite: Microgranites and aplitic granites

are associated with the central granodiorite
body and occur as small Stocks or lenses, and dikes
respectively, both within the pluton and in the
country rocks. The aplitic granites contain abundant

K-feldpar as weh as plagioclase, quartz,
biotite and muscovite (Gyr, 1967; Moticska, 1970;

Wenk, 1986). Occasionally, garnet is present,
typically as small euhedral crystals. Aphtes are finer
grained and richer in white mica (Wenk, 1986).
Near Monte Rosso, a muscovite-rich aplitic granite

stock ("orbicular granite" in map legend) is

characterized by the occurrence of numerous
dark spherical inclusions (Gyr, 1967). The spherical

inclusions are biotite-rich, contain strongly
zoned euhedral garnet, and are surrounded by a

biotite-free zone which has no clear border with
the surrounding aphte (Gierä, 1984). The aphtic
granites often occur, as do the pegmatitic dikes, in
swarms of parallel, generally N-dipping (Wenk,
1986, his Fig. 11) dikes (very prominent at Mte.
Sissone, Reusser, 1987). In many places
microgranites and aphtic granites resemble the Novate
granite and they often cross-cut contacts between
tonahte and granodiorite. Therefore, many of
them are probably related to the Novate intrusion
(see below). However, Reusser (1987) also de-
scribes post-tonahtic aphtic dikes that pre-date
the granodiorite.

Pegmatites (not mapped): Pegmatites are
found throughout the entire pluton as weh as in
the country rocks. These rocks are characterized
by a graphic texture and coarse perthite exsolution,

and contain various amounts of muscovite
and biotite and often garnet, beryl and tourmahne
(Gyr, 1967; Moticska, 1970; Wenger and
Armbruster, 1991). A Classification of the pegmatites
into various types is given by Wenger and
Armbruster (1991). A typical feature of the Bergeh
pegmatites is the occurrence of graphic
intergrowths of garnet and quartz (Gierjs, 1984;
depicted in Giere, 1987); recent fieldwork by R.
Giere revealed that these garnet-quartz
intergrowths are found both in the eastern (e.g., near
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Monte Rosso) and western part (e.g., Upper Val
Codera) of the intrusion. The Bergeh pegmatites
are further known for containing a plethora of
rare and accessory minerals (Wenk, 1986) including

molybdenite, uranophan, monazite, xenotime,
allanite, columbite and niobite (e.g. Gramaccioli,

1978; Wenger and Armbruster, 1991;
bedogne et al., 1993 and 1995). Good mineral
collections are found in the museums at Stampa,
Morbegno and Chiesa.

7.2. NOVATE GRANITE

The two-mica Novate (San Fedelino) granite
stock crops out in Val Mera south of Chiavenna.
Mapping of the Novate stock, which has an
extremely irregulär margin in detaü, foüows Repossi

(1915). Several Novate dikes have been taken
from'ifpi map of Moticska (1970). Generally, the
Novate granite is fine-grained and consists of
quartz, plagioclase, K-feldspar, biotite, muscovite,
and in many places garnet (Repossi, 1915;
Piccoli, 1961; Moticska, 1970). The granite is
commonly foliated, defined by the preferred orientation

of the micas. However, the granite cross-cuts
fabrics found in ah the surounding rocks, including

tonahte from the Bergell pluton. Hence, the
intrusion of this granite is clearly younger than
final emplacement and synmagmatic folding of the
Bergeh pluton (Davidson et al., 1996, Berger et
al., 1996). Its probable age of around 26 Ma is not
yet weh constrained by radiometric data (Koppel
and Grünenfelder, 1975).

Hafner (1993) describes in detaü the fabrics
present in the Novate Granite and associated
aplite and pegmatite dikes west of Lago di Mezzola.

Early Novate-related dikes observed at M.
Peschiera are contemporaneous with the late
stages of synmagmatic foldmg and migmatization.
However, the majority of dikes and Stocks post-
dates folding and migmatization (Hafner, 1993).
The peraluminous chemical composition of the
Novate granite (Callegari and Monese, 1961;
Gulson, 1973; Wenk et al., 1977; Mottana et al.,
1978; Moticska, 1970; Hafner, 1993) suggests
that this granite is not related to the calc-alkaline
Bergeh suite, and was probably derived from partial

melting of crustal rocks. Magma formation,
due to decompression melting, and intrusion of
the Novate granite stock probably occurred during

exhumation of the Bergell pluton in connection

with backthrusting along the Insubric line
(Schmid et al., 1987, 1989; Heitzmann, 1987b)
which sets in at around 28 Ma according to Berger

et al. (1996), and hence before the intrusion
of the main stock of Novate granite.

7.3. HORNBLENDE PORFglfRITE
(see "Various rock types" in legend)

Hornblende-bearing subvolcanic dikes have been
found within the Insubric mylonites near Val
Masino (Berger, 1995). Porphyritic crystals of
hornblende, plagioclase and quartz are embedded
in a fine-grained micaeeous matrix. Similar dikes
are also known from other regions within the
Austroalpine (Gatto et al., 1976; Beccaluva et al.,
1983).

8. Summary of structural and petrological
relationships between pluton

and surrounding rocks

The relationship of the Bergeh pluton to its
surounding rocks (Fig. 1) has a long history of con-
troversy (see Trommsdorff and Nievergelt,
1983 for an excehent review).The controversy can
be viewed as two separate, but related questions:

(1) Does the Bergeh pluton represent a classical

post-tectonic intrusion (e.g. Staub, 1946,
1958), or was it "emplaced as a nappe concor-
dantly in the Stack of higher Pennine nappes"
(Wenk, 1973,1982)? What was the mechanism öf
ascent and final emplacement?

(2) Where have the magmas been generated
(mantle or crustal origin, in situ granitization?),
and what are the reli^ffinships in time and space
between regional Lepontine metamorphism and
intrusion?

We briefly address the second (petrologically
oriented) questions before concentrating on the
first (structural) questions, which are directly
addressed by the enclosed map (Berger, 1996).

8.1. SOME PETROLOGIC ASPECTS

The observations of Drescher-Kaden (1940)
are extremely valuable in a structural sense. However,

the in situ granitization postulated by this
author for the fomation of the Bergeh pluton is
untenable in the hght of modern petrologie
coneepts (see discussion in Trommsorff and
Nievergelt, 1983). More moderate transformistic
ideas were published by Artus (1959), Wenk
(1973,1982), and Wenk et al. (1977)f|ho regarded

amphibolite and gneiss at the border of the pluton

as source materials for the tonahte. A careful
petrologie and geochemical study by Diethelm
(1989) demonstrated that many mafic rocks
preserved at the margin of the pluton are the basic
parts of the calc-alkaline Bergeh suite, and he
clearly distinguished these from the ultramafic or
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tholeütic mafic rocks present in the country rocks.

In addition, von Blanckenburg (1992) and von
Blanckenburg et al. (1992) demonstrated, on
the base of stable isotope analyses, that the
Bergeh suä| originates from the lithospheric

^Mttle. This requires a particular mechanism of
ascent and emplacement into the crust (von

r|||§|iCKENBURG and Davies, 1995).
An extenSe discussion of the relationship

between the Bergeh pluton and the Lepontine
regional metamorphism is beyound the scope of this
contribution, except to say that Tertiary regional
metamorphism (35-40 Ma) partly pre-dates the

Bergeh intrusion in the northeastern part of the

Lepontine area (Hurford et al., 1989), whüe

temperatures in the country rocks adjacent to the

pluton, and probably ah through the southern part
of the Lepontine dorne remained high, up to and

(probably) after the intrusion (Vance and

O'Nions, 1992). Final equilibration of metamorphic

minerals near and adjacent to the westem
margin of the Bergeh pluton took place at
pressures lower (Engi et al., 1995) than those derived
for the time of sohdification of the tonahte
(Reusser, 1987; Davidson et al., 1996). Hence,
this final equilibration must post-date the Bergeh
intrusion. Migmatization in the Adula-Gruf
nappe and the intrusion of the Ävate granite are

syn- to post-Bergell intrusion (Berger et al.,
1996), suggesting that the late stages of the
regional metamorphic evolution are affected by ad-
vective heat input from the Bergeh intrusion during

decompressSu In conclusion, there is no
Lepontine metamorphic "event", this metamorphism

being heterogeneous in time and space.
Mapped isograds are heterochroneous and unre-
lated to an "event", as alijlsuggested by Engi et
al. (1995).

8.2. STRUCTURE OFTHE PLUTON MARGIN

The Jorio tonalite extends from the vicinity of
Bellinzona to Val Mera, exhibits concordant
contacts with the country rocks, and occupies a structural

position corresponding to that expected for
the non-existing roots of the Tambo and Suretta

nappes within the Southern Steep Belt (Fig. 1 and

2a). This tabular body, between the Tonale series

and the Bellinzona-Däscio zone, was intensely
deformed (Vogler and Voll, 1981) during a

deformational event grading from magmatic to sohd
state flow (Rosenberg, 1996; Berger et al.,
1996). According to Rosenberg et al. (1995),
Davidson et al. (1996) and Berger et al. (1996),

||||epresents the feeder dike of the Bergeh intrusion

Across Val Mera the northern contact of the
Jorio tonahte can be fohowed into Vahe dei Ratti,

where its foliation continuously changes from
dipping steeply north, to a steep south-dip, and

ultimately flattening to a gently east-dipping
orientation, characteristic for the western margin of the

pluton (Figs 2a and 2b). In addition, a window is

present at Bagni del Masino (see Fig.2c and structure

contours in Davidson et al., 1996).This western

contact fohows «aEormer nappe boundary
along the top of the Adula-Gruf nappe and is

|l§§tly concordant with the structures of the

country rocks exposed below the former floor of
the pluton. Davidson et al. (1996) show that the

pluton was syntectonicahy (with respect to post-
nappe refolding) emplaced into the country rocks
whüe the pluton was partially molten. Geometrically,

the shape of the pluton is, in fact, simüar to
that of a nappe (Wenk, 1973), with a root and a

flat-lying part (Fig. 2). However, this nappe-hke
emplacement did not occur during nappe stacking
as suggested by Wenk (1973,1982), but during
differential displacements of the Tambo and
Suretta nappes to the north after nappe-stacking
(Davidson et al., 1996; Berger et al., 1996;
Schmid et al., 1996b). This demonstrates that, at

great crustal depth, final emplacement of a

partially molten pluton was an integral part of
regional deformation which affected both the pluton

and the country rocks, as previously suggested
by Wenk (1973). Additionally, differential north-
directed escape of the Tambo and Suretta nappes
with respect to lower and higher tectonic units el-

egantly solves the space problem without advo-
cating assimüation of huge amounts of country
rocks. After nappe-like emplacement, but whüe
the pluton was stül partiaüy molten, the floor of
the pluton was tightly folded into a series of an-
tiforms and synforms (Fig. 2; Davidson et al.,
1996).

A post-Bergell normal fault marked by greenschist

facies mylonites (the Forcola line;
Marquer, 1991) reaches the map near Gordona
(south of Chiavenna), cutting through the former
western continuation of the Chiavenna ophiolite.
Along the northern contact, the structural
relationships abruptly change east of Vicosoprano.
West of Vicosoprano the subvertical contact of
the Bergeh pluton is stih concordant to the foliation

in the Adula-Gruf nappe and runs parallel to
a high-temperature fault zone between Adula-
Gruf nappe and Chiavenna ophiolite (the Gruf
line, Berger et al., 1996). The Gruf line is the

deep-seated equivalent of the cataclastic Engadine

line according to Berger et al. (1996). Both
are responsible for the rapid exhumation of the
Bergeh pluton and Adula-Gruf nappe with re-
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spect to the country rocks to the north. East of
Vicosoprano, however, the Bergell granodiorite
Starts to discordantly cut up-section through the
Tambo and Suretta nappes, including the Avers
Bündnerschiefer. This change coincides with the
location where the granodiorite also cuts through
its tonalitic rim (still preserved until south of
Vicosoprano, but too thin to show on the map). This
points to late stage mobilization of the granodiorite,

possibly due to folding at the base of the pluton

and simultaneous ballooning at the higher
structural levels exposed at the northeastern margin

of the pluton (Rosenberg et al., 1995).
The above observations explain some of the

controversy regarding syn- versus post-tectonic
emplacement. It is simply an expression of the fact
that we cross an original depth interval of about
10 km by following the northern contact of the
pluton from Passo Trubinasca eastwards to the
vicinity of Maloja, where the pluton intruded the
base of the orogenic lid which was at moderate
temperatures (corresponding to greenschist facies
conditions) at the time of the intrusion. Around
the northeastern margin the contact is discordant
to the main (predominantly Cretaceous) fabrics
in the adjacent units. However, subsequent
deformation ofthe country rocks, related to ballooning,
can be very intense (Conforto-Galli et al.,
1988). Contact metamoiphic minerals are pre- to
syn-kinematic with respect to thesa||a.ter
deformations (Berger and Gier£, 1995; Puschnig,
1996).This forceful emplacement of the intrusives
probably caused flexuring of the country rocks
along a NNW-SSE axis (Figs 3a and 3b), parallel
to the contact (Spillmann, 1993; Puschnb|1 1996)
into a subvertical to steeply east-dipping orientation.

Berger and giere (1995) relate this flexuring

to late-stage ballooning within the granodiorite,

Puschnig (1996) attributes it to the emplacement

of the tonalite. In spite of the discordances
observed locally, the contact always follows the
Forno unit around the northeastern corner. The
Muretto line is a discrete fault running parallel to
the eastern border of the Bergell pluton (Ring,
1994). It is associated with minor relative uplift
(about 200 m, Spillmann, 1993) of the western
block and post-dates flexuring and intrusion.

Another structural change along the contact
occurs further south along the eastern margin,
south of Cima di Vazzeda. Here, tonalite is again
present along the contact of the intrusion, and
granodiorite is seen to intrude both tonahte and
country rocks (Berger and giere, 1995).The fabrics

of the tonahte are concordant to those in the
country rocks (the attenuated remnants of the
Suretta nappe) all the way to Val Masino.The contact

is marked by the Preda Rossa shear zone

(Berger et al., 1996), a syiÄagmatic normal fault
with top-to-the-south to -sällheast sense of shear,
exhuming the still partially molten pluton. Note
that this fault is synmagmatic with respect to the
tonalite, but is itself intruded by the granodiorite.

Across Val Masino, the displacement along the
Preda Rossa shear zone isÄsorbed by magmatic
flow within the tonalite, while the contact itself
becomes discordant again in lower Valle Spluga,
with xenoliths of country rocks in tonahte that
lacks a pronounced foliation (Berger, 1995;
Berger et al., 1996). This discordance is also
apparent in map view where the pluton contact
stracturally climbs up and across the subvertical
roots of the Sella-Bernina and the Campo-Lan-
guard nappes. This, together with the findings of
Spillmann (1993), clearly demonstrates that the
formation of the Southern Steep Belt pre-dates
the Bergell pluton, as already proposed by Staub
(1918). The pre-existing steeply inclined
anisotropy was probably instrumental for the
ascent of the Bergeh pluton as a vertical dike (the
Jorio tonahte) in an overall compressional
environment (see discussion in Berger et al., 1996).

Toward the southern contact, the pluton margin

merges with the mylonitized Tonale series and
becomes concordant with the country rocks once
again. Steeply north-dipping, this contact runs
back to the west where we started our journey
around the pluton. At first sight, parallelism
between this southern contact and the Insubric my-
lonitesMuggests a genetic link between the intrusion

and the Insubric mylonite zone. Note however,

that the greenschist facies mylonites along the
Insubric line postdate the intrusion ofthe Bergell
pluton (Berger et al., 1996). Backthrusting
across the Insubric mylonite belt, related to rapid
exhumation of the pluton, leads to the most out-
standing structural feature of the Bergell pluton;
namely, the present-day west to east exposure of
the pluton is a Ätorted crustal profile from the
floor of the pluton to near its roof.

9. Summary of the structural evolution

The western margin of a Cretaceous orogen,
characterized by west-directed folding and thrusting
(Handy et al., 1993; Froitzheim et al., 1994) and
re-deformed during the Tertiary, is exposed near
the eastern margin of the Bergell pluton (Fig. 3;
Spillmann, 1993). Because the pluton intrudes
the rocks at the base of the orogenic lid (the Ma-
lenco-Forno-Lizun complex), the intrusion must
have also crossed the Tertiary-aged basal thrust of
this orogenic hd (also comprising the
Austroalpine nappes) situated above the viscously de-
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forming Penninic units (Schmid et al., 1996b).
Hence, the Bergell intrusion post-dates Paleocene
to Eocene north-directed stacking of nappes during

Tertiary orogeny.
Von Blanckenburg and Davtes (1995) suggest

that the ascent of the Bergeh pluton was trig-
gered by detachment of the European lithospheric

mantle during collision with the Brianconnais
realm, starting at the end of the Eocene. Continued

convergence probably caused post-nappe
refolding, backfolding, and backthrusting north of
the Insubric line (Schmid et al., 1996b). Final
ascent of the pluton, parallel to the pre-existing
Southern Steep Belt, probably began about 35 Ma
ago. Syntectonic emplacement took place over a

long interval in time (between 33 and 28 Ma
according to Oberli et al., 1996) and is related to
vertical extrusion within the Southern Steep Belt
(Berger et al., 1996).Ascent and emplacement of
the pluton occurred during transpressive regional
north-south shortening, accompanied by east-
west extension (Berger et al., 1996; Davidson et
al., 1996).

Extremely rapid post-emplacement exhumation,

linked to ongoing transpression and east-
west extension, immediately Starts after solidifica-
tion of the western part of the pluton at about
28 Ma, according to the results of Oberli et al.
(1996).This allows for rapid exhumation, erosion,
and transport of Bergell boulders into Tertiary
sediments ofthe Southern Alps (Giger and
Hurford, 1989). Rapid exhumation lasts until shortly
after the intrusion of the Novate granite (Hurford,

1986). Differential exhumation of the
Bergeh intrusion and immediately surrounding
units in respect to other parts of the Alpine orogen

is accommodated across the Engadine and
Gruf lines in the north (Berger et al., 1996) and
the Insubric line in the south (Schmid et al., 1989).
This forms the characteristic and unusally narrow
eastern appendix of the Lepontine dorne, defined
by very steep metamorphic field gradients which
are not coeval with those found further west.

In conclusion, the Bergell area offers an excellent

and in many respects unique opportunity to
study the interplay between deformation,
metamorphism and pluton emplacement. The area is

extremely well exposed, and, as can be seen from
the extensive although still incomplete hst of
references, an impressive amount of work has been
carried our over the years. The authors hope that
the map by Berger (1996), together with this
text, will stimulate further work on problems
related to pluton emplacement, in the Bergell area
and elsewhere.
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